




Part 1. Course description 

1.1. General information 

Full course title: Introduction to Game Theory and its applications in the social 
sciences   

Type of course: Elective 

Level of education: Master Degree program 

Year of study: 2nd 

Number of ECTS credits allocated: 2 

Lecturer:  
Alexander P. Mineyev, PhD in Physics and Mathematics, Assisnant Professor 

 

1.2. Course aims and expected outcomes 

This course provides an introduction to game theory. It covers the main ideas 

of the field and shows how they have been applied to many situations drawn mostly 

from economics and political science. Concepts are first introduced using simple 

motivating examples, then developed carefully and precisely to present their general 

formulation, and finally used in a variety of application.  

Learning outcomes: 

At the end of the course, a student is expected to: 

know: 

basic concepts and terms of game theory; 

the basic amount of game theory models, which are useful in social sciences;  

be able: 

describe in terms of the game theory a number of standard situations of 

conflict and cooperation between two rational decision makers (two-player game), 

each of which makes only one move; 

work with more sophisticated texts for advanced undergraduates wishing to 

deepen their knowledge in the game theory; 

gain skills in:  



solving the basic cases of so called static games of complete information, 

which are known to model quite many real situations in social relations; 

understanding and thinking in “quantitative language” with respect to social 

problems. 

 

1.3. Course requirements and grading plan 

Students are supposed to attend no less than 90% of seminars and lectures and 

be fully prepared for class discussions. Students are expected to read suggested 

materials that may assure their ability to make necessary and useful contribution to 

in-class discussions. Students should make at least one in-class presentation on a 

topic related to variety of exercises have been studied at seminars.  

Grading plan: 

10% - in-class test (the exact date of the test is decided by lecturer, students 

are informed about the date in advance); 

40% - participation in class discussion;  

30% - in-class individual presentation (presentation should include an 

independent research conducted by a student; presentation take no more than 15 

minutes);  

20% - oral final discussion on the given list of topics (“zachyot”) 

2. Course content 

2.1. Forms of work  

Forms of work Academic hours Credits 

Total 84 2 

Total for lectures, seminars 18  

Lectures 6  

Seminars 12  

Homework 

(self-preparation, presentation-

related research) 

66  

Course assessment Work at seminars,  



In-class 

presentations, 

Final oral discussion 

 

2.2. Discipline contents 

Units and topics Academic hours 

Lectures Seminars Homework Per 

unit 

1. Static games of complete 

information 

2 4 22 28 

2. Some solution concepts that 

result from Rationality and 

Common Knowledge. 

2 4 22 28 

3. Nash Equilibrium 2 4 22 28 

Total 6 12 66 84 

 

2.3. Course in briefs  
 

Unit 1. Static games of complete information 

A static game is similar to the very simple decision problems in which a player 

makes a once-and-for-all decision, after which outcomes are realized. In a static 

game, a set of players independently choose once-and-for-all actions, which in turn 

cause the realization of an outcome. A static game consists of two distinct steps: 

Step 1: Each player simultaneously and independently chooses an action. By 

simultaneously and independently, we mean a condition broader than players all 

choosing their actions at the exact same moment. We mean that players must take 

their actions without observing what actions their counterparts take and without 

interacting with other players to coordinate their actions. 

Step 2: Conditional on the players’ choices of actions, payoffs are distributed 

to each player. That is, once the players have all made their choices, these choices 



will result in a particular outcome, or probabilistic distribution over outcomes. The 

players have preferences over the outcomes of the game given by some payoff 

function over outcomes. 

A game of complete information implies that the following four components 

be common knowledge among all the players of the game: 

1. all the possible actions of all the players, 

2. all the possible outcomes,  

3. how each combination of actions of all players affects which outcome will 

materialize, 

4. the preferences of each and every player over outcomes. 

Definition: An event E is common knowledge if (1) everyone knows E, (2) 

everyone knows that everyone knows E, and so on ad infinitum. 

Normal-Form Games with Pure Strategies 

A normal-form game consists of three features: 

1. A set of players. 

2. A set of actions for each player. 

3. A set of payoff functions for each player that give a payoff value to each 

combination of the players’ chosen actions. 

Definition: A pure strategy for player k is a deterministic plan of action. The 

set of all pure strategies for player k is denoted Sₖ. A profile of pure strategies s = 

(s₁, s₂ ,..., sₙ ), sₖ ∈	Sₖ for all k=1, 2, . . . , n, describes a particular combination of 

pure strategies chosen by all n players in the game. 

In other words «pure strategies» means the choice a certain plan of action. 

Definition: A normal-form game includes three components as follows:  

1. A finite set of players, N = {1, 2, ..., n}. 

2. A collection of sets of pure strategies, {Sₗ, S₂,..., Sₙ}. 

3. A set of payoff functions, {vₗ, v₂,..., vₙ}, each assigning a payoff value to 

each combination of chosen strategies. 



The Prisoner’s Dilemma in  the normal-form representation. 

Cournot Duopoly in  the normal-form representation. 

Voting on a New Agenda in  the normal-form representation. 

Matrix Representation: Two-Player Finite Game 

Definition: A finite game is a game with a finite number of players, in which 

the number of strategies is finite for all players. 

Any two-player finite game can be represented by a matrix. 

This is done as follows: 

Rows Each row represents one of player 1’s strategies. 

Columns Each column represents one of player 2’s strategies. 

Matrix entries Each entry in this matrix contains a two-element vector (vₗ,v₂), 
where vₖ is player k’s payoff when the actions of both players correspond to the row 

and column of that entry.  

The Prisoner’s Dilemma in  the matrix representation. 

Rock-Paper-Scissors in  the matrix representation. 

Solution Concepts. Equilibrium in a Game. 

Evaluating Solution Concepts. 

Evaluating Outcomes. 

Pareto criterion. 

Pareto dominating, Pareto dominated and Pareto optimal strategy profiles. 
 

Topic 1. Normal-Form Games with Pure Strategies 

Issues for further discussion:  

1. Is an auction a game? Why or why not? 

2. Penalty Kicks: Imagine a kicker and a goalie who confront each other 

in a penalty kick that will determine the outcome of a soccer game. The 

kicker can kick the ball left or right, while the goalie can choose to jump 

left or right. Because of the speed of the kick, the decisions need to be 



made simultaneously. If the goalie jumps in the same direction as the 

kick, then the goalie wins and the kicker loses. If the goalie jumps in 

the opposite direction of the kick, then the kicker wins and the goalie 

loses. Model this as a normal form game. 

3. Game Battle of the Sexes 
 

Topic 2.  Matrix-Representation: Two-Player Finite Game 

Issues for further discussion:  

1. Hunting: Two hunters, players 1 and 2, can each choose to hunt a stag, 

which provides a rather large and tasty meal, or hunt a hare —also tasty, 

but much less filling. Hunting stags is challenging and requires mutual 

cooperation. If either hunts a stag alone, then the stag will get a way, 

while hunting the stag together guarantees that the stag will be caught. 

Hunting hares is an individualistic enterprise that is not done in pairs, 

and whoever chooses to hunt a hare will catch one. The payoff from 

hunting a hare is 1, while the payoff to each from hunting a stag together 

is 3. The payoff from an unsuccessful stag hunt is 0. Represent this 

game as a matrix.  

2. Matching Pennies: Players 1 and 2 each put a penny on a table 

simultaneously. If the two pennies come up the same side (heads or 

tails) then player 1 gets both pennies; otherwise player 2 gets both 

pennies. Represent this game as a matrix.  
 

Compulsory readings 

1. Owen G. Game Theory. 4th ed. Bingley: Emerald, 2013 (eBook Academic 

Collection, EBSCOhost)  

2. Brams S.J. Game theory and politics. - Mineola (N.Y.) : Dover Publ., 2013.  

3. McCarty NM, Meirowitz A. Political Game Theory: An Introduction. New 

York: Cambridge University Press; 2007. (eBook Academic Collection, 

EBSCOhost) 

 



Additional readings 

1. Дегтерев Д.А. Теоретико-игровой анализ международных 

отношений: Учебник для вузов/ Д.А.Дегтерев. — М.: Издательство 

«Аспект Пресс», 2017 —352 с. — сс. 18-85. 

2. Шагин, В. Л. Теория игр: учебник и практикум для академического 
бакалавриата / В. Л. Шагин. — М. : Издательство Юрайт, 2016 — 
223 с. — Серия : Авторский учебник. сс. 7-25 

3. Brams S. Game Theory and Politics. N.Y.: Dover Publications, 2004. 

4. Myerson R.B. Game Theory: Analysis of Conflict Harvard University, 
1997. - 600 pages. pp. 1-36 

5. Osborne, Martin J., and Ariel Rubinstein (1994). A Course in Game 

Theory. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. 

6. Tadelis, S. Game theory: an introduction / S. Tadelis. – Princeton; 

Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2013. pp. 43-57  

7. Fudenberg, Drew, and Jean Tirole (1991). Game Theory. Cambridge, 

MA: MIT Press. 

 

Unit 2. Some solution concepts that result from assumptions of 

Rationality and Common Knowledge. 

Dominance in Pure Strategies 

Dominated Strategies 

Dominant Strategy Equilibrium 

Strictly dominant strategy and a strict dominant strategy equilibrium. 

Evaluating Dominant Strategy Equilibrium 

Iterated Elimination of Strictly Dominated Pure Strategies 

Iterated Elimination and Common Knowledge of Rationality 

Iterated elimination of strictly dominated strategies (IESDS) and iterated-

elimination equilibrium. 

IESDS convergence in the Cournot game. 

Evaluating IESDS 

Beliefs, Best Response, and Rationalizability 

The Best Response 



Beliefs and Best-Response Correspondences 

Rationalizability 

«Best response»-technique in the Cournot game 

 Topic 1. Dominance in Pure Strategies 

Issues for further discussion:  

1. a. Provide an example of a game in which there is no weakly dominant 

strategy equilibrium. 

b. Provide an example of a game in which there is more than one weakly 

dominant strategy equilibrium 

 

Topic 2. Iterated Elimination of Strictly Dominated Pure Strategies 

Issues for further discussion:  

1. Discrete First-Price Auction: An item is up for auction. Player 1 values the 

item at 3 while player 2 values the item at 5. Each player can bid either 0, 1, or 2. If 

player i bids more than player j then i wins the good and pays his bid, while the loser 

does not pay. If both players bid the same amount then a coin is tossed to determine 

who the winner is, and the winner gets the good and pays his bid while the loser pays 

nothing. 

a. Write down the game in matrix form. 

b. Does any player have a strictly dominated strategy? 

c. Which strategies survive IESDS? 

2. Campaigning: Two candidates, 1 and 2, are running for office. Each has 

one of three choices in running his campaign: focus on the positive aspects of one’s 

own platform (call this a positive campaign [P]), focus on the positive aspects of 

one’s own platform while attacking one’s opponent’s campaign (call this a balanced 

campaign [B]), or finally focus only on attacking one’s opponent (call this a negative 

campaign [N]). All a candidate cares about is the probability of winning, so assume 

that if a candidate expects to win with probability π ∈	[0, 1], then his payoff is π. 

The probability that a candidate wins depends on his choice of campaign and his 

opponent’s choice. The probabilities of winning are given as follows: If both choose 



the same campaign then each wins with probability 0.5. If candidate i uses a positive 

campaign while j ≠ i uses a balanced one then i loses for sure. 

If candidate i uses a positive campaign while j ≠ i uses a negative one then i 

wins with probability 0.3. If candidate i uses a negative campaign while j ≠ i uses a 

balanced one then i wins with probability 0.6. 

 a. Model this story as a normal-form game. (It suffices to be specific about 

the payoff function of one player and to explain how the other player’s payoff 

function is different and why.) 

 b. Write down the game in matrix form. 

c. What happens at each stage of elimination of strictly dominated strategies? 

Will this procedure lead to a clear prediction? 

  

Topic 3. Beliefs, Best Response, and Rationalizability 

Issues for further discussion: 

1. Beauty Contest Best Responses: Consider the p-beauty contest  

a. Show that if player i believes that everyone else is choosing 20 then 19 

is not the only best response for any number of players n. 

b. Show that the set of best-response strategies to every one else choosing 

the number 20 depends on the number of players n. 

2. Beauty Contest Rationalizability: Consider the p-beauty contest. 

Show that if the number of players n>2 then the choices {0, 1} for 

each player are both rationalizable, while if n = 2 then only the 

choice of {0}by each player is rationalizable. 

Compulsory readings 

1. Owen G. Game Theory. 4th ed. Bingley: Emerald, 2013 (eBook Academic 

Collection, EBSCOhost)  

2. Brams S.J. Game theory and politics. - Mineola (N.Y.) : Dover Publ., 2013.  

3. McCarty NM, Meirowitz A. Political Game Theory: An Introduction. New 

York: Cambridge University Press; 2007. (eBook Academic Collection, 

EBSCOhost) 



Additional readings 

1. Дегтерев Д.А. Теоретико-игровой анализ международных отношений: 

Учебник для вузов/ Д.А.Дегтерев. — М.: Издательство «Аспект Пресс», 

2017 —352 с. — сс. 18-85. 

2. Шагин, В. Л. Теория игр: учебник и практикум для академического 

бакалавриата / В. Л. Шагин. — М. : Издательство Юрайт, 2016 — 223 с. 

— Серия : Авторский учебник. сс. 16-33 

3. Osborne, Martin J., and Ariel Rubinstein (1994). A Course in Game Theory. 

Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. 

4. Tadelis, S. Game theory: an introduction / S. Tadelis. – Princeton; Oxford: 

Princeton University Press, 2013. pp. 59-76  

5. Myerson R.B. Game Theory: Analysis of Conflict Harvard University, 1997. 
- 600 pages. pp. 37-87. 

Unit 3. Nash Equilibrium 

Nash Equilibrium in Pure Strategies 

Pure-Strategy Nash Equilibrium in a Matrix 

Evaluating the Nash Equilibria Solution 

Nash Equilibrium: Some Classic Applications 

Two Kinds of Societies: Stag Hunt game by J.-J. Rousseau 

The tragedy of the commons by G. Hardin 

Political Ideology and Electoral Competition: Hotelling model of voting 

behavior 

Topic 1. Nash Equilibrium in Pure Strategies 

Issues for further discussion: 

1. Nash and IESDS: Consider a two-player game with m pure strategies for 

each player that can be represented by an m×m matrix. 

a. Show that if m=2 and the game has a unique pure-strategy Nash equilibrium 

then this is the unique strategy profile that survives IESDS. 



b. Show that if m=3 and the game has a unique pure-strategy equilibrium then 

it may not be the only strategy profile that survives IESDS. 

2. Public Good Contribution: Three players live in a town, and each can 

choose to contribute to fund a streetlamp. The value of having the streetlamp is 3 for 

each player, and the value of not having it is 0. The mayor asks each player to 

contribute either 1or nothing. If at least two players contribute then the lamp will be 

erected. If one player or no players contribute then the lamp will not be erected, in 

which case any person who contributed will not get his money back. 

a. Write out or graph each player’s best-response correspondence. 

b. What outcomes can be supported as pure-strategy Nash equilibria? 

Topic 2. Nash Equilibrium: Some Classic Applications 

Issues for further discussion: 

1. The n-Player Tragedy of the Commons: Suppose there are n players in the 

tragedy of the commons. 

a. Find the Nash equilibrium of this game. How does n affect the Nash 

outcome? 

b. Find the socially optimal outcome with n players. How does n affect this 

outcome? 

c. How does the Nash equilibrium outcome compare to the socially efficient 

outcome as n approaches infinity? 

2. Hotelling’s Continuous Model: Consider Hotelling’s model, in which 

citizens are a continuum of voters on the interval A= [−a, a], with uniform 

distribution U(a). 

 a. What is the best response of candidate i if candidate k is choosing aₖ > 0? 

b. Show that the unique Nash equilibrium is a₁ = a₂ = 0. 

c. Show that for a general distribution F( .) over [−a,a] the unique Nash 

equilibrium is where each candidate chooses the policy associated with the median 

voter. 
 

Compulsory readings 



1. Owen G. Game Theory. 4th ed. Bingley: Emerald, 2013 (eBook Academic 

Collection, EBSCOhost)  

2. Brams S.J. Game theory and politics. - Mineola (N.Y.) : Dover Publ., 2013.  

3. McCarty NM, Meirowitz A. Political Game Theory: An Introduction. New 

York: Cambridge University Press; 2007. (eBook Academic Collection, 

EBSCOhost) 

Additional readings 

1. Шагин, В. Л. Теория игр: учебник и практикум для академического 
бакалавриата / В. Л. Шагин. — М. : Издательство Юрайт, 2016 — 223 с. 
— Серия : Авторский учебник. сс. 48-69 

2. Fudenberg, Drew, and Jean Tirole (1991). Game Theory. Cambridge, MA: 

MIT Press. 

3. Hardin, Garrett (1968). “The Tragedy of the Commons,” Science 162(3859): 

1243–1248. 

4. Hotelling H. Stability in Competition // Economic Journal. 1929. 39 (153). 

pp. 41-57. 

5. Myerson R.B. Game Theory: Analysis of Conflict Harvard University, 1997. 
- 600 pages. pp. 91-107 

3. Methodical provisions 

3.1. Presentation topics. 

Students choose topics for presentation by their own and with advice and 

consent of lecturer.  Possible topics should cover a detailed discussion about one of 

exercises have been studied at seminars. 
 

3.2. Questions for final oral discussion. 

1. The Prisoner’s Dilemma in  the normal-form representation. 

2. Cournot Duopoly in  the normal-form representation. 

3. Voting on a New Agenda in  the normal-form representation. 

4. The Prisoner’s Dilemma in  the matrix representation. 

5. Rock-Paper-Scissors in  the matrix representation. 

6. Pareto dominating, Pareto dominated and Pareto optimal strategy profiles. 



7. Evaluating Dominant Strategy Equilibrium 

8. Iterated elimination of strictly dominated strategies (IESDS) and iterated-

elimination equilibrium. 

9. Beliefs and Best-Response Correspondences 

10. «Best response»-technique in the Cournot game 

11. Pure-Strategy Nash Equilibrium in a Matrix 

12. Evaluating the Nash Equilibria Solution 

 

3.3. Assessment of different types of works 

Type of work Grading system Criteria 

in-class test  

 

А (90-100%) Student answered correctly 9 or more 

questions out of 10. 

 B, C (75-89%) Student answered correctly 7-8 

questions out of 10. 

 

 

D, F (60-74%) Student answered correctly 5-6 

questions out of 10. 

 E (less than 60%) Student answered correctly less than 5 

more questions out of 10. 

participation in 

class discussion,  

in-class individual 

presentation  

A (90-100%) Outstanding presentation of 

independent work, active participation 

and critical participation in the 

discussion 

 B (82-89%) Outstanding presentation of 

independent work with limited 

participation in the discussion. 

 C (75-81%) Standard (sufficient) presentation with 

limited participation in the discussion. 

 D (67-74%) Standard presentation with no 

participation in the discussion. 



 E (60-66%) Standard presentation with visible 

errors and no participation in the 

discussion. 

 F (less than 60%) Lack of understanding of the subject in 

the presentation and discussions 

final oral 

discussion on the 

given list of topics 

(“zachyot”) 

 

A (90-100%)  Thought-provoking and  informed 

answers to the questions in the ticket 

and two additional questions. 

 

 B (82-89%) Student gives correct answers to 

questions in the ticket and two 

additional questions. 

 

 C (75-81%) The correct answers to the questions in 

the ticket and to two additional 

questions are given, provided there are 

inaccuracies and occasional gaps in 

knowledge. 

 

 D (67-74%) The right answers for ticket questions 

are combined with inaccurate answers 

to additional questions. 

 E (60-66%) The correct answer to one of the ticket 

questions and one additional question. 

 

 F (less than 60%) Incorrect answers to ticket questions 

and additional questions. 
 

 



4.1. Bibliography 

Compulsory readings 
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5. Material and technical support 

Technical equipment is necessary for this course. Computer, projector, Microsoft 

PowerPoint software are needed for both lectures and seminars. Students may need 

access to Internet.  
 


